
Commercial Adjustable Benches

Heavy-duty Adjustable Bench from GymRatZ Commercial Gym Equipment. The 
design is basic and well executed for many years of use in a commercial gym.

Price: £595.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-adjustable-bench

Core Gym Equipment Heavy Duty Adjustable bench - Part of the new range for 
2017. Made in England and designed and engineered from tried and trusted gym 
equipment designs world-wide means the Core Gym Equipment range is a 
meeting of effective and rugged simplicity that will handle everything and more

RRP from: £870.00

Our Price £750.00
You Save: £120.00 - 14 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-heavy-duty-adjustable-bench

York Barbell Light Commercial Adjustable Free-Weight bench. Covering Flat, 
Incline and Decline positions through multiple positions and built for use in light 
commercial gyms this FTS Flex Bench offers way more then being simple an 
adjustable bench. Read our review here... 

Price: £259.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-fts-flex-bench

Equally popular for sit-ups, dumbell pressing, and for barbell pressing within a 
rack, the GymRatZ Decline Bench offers quick adjustment and comfort. 

Price: £895.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-adjustable-decline-bench

Solidly constructed commercial adjustable decline gym flat bench for general-use 
within a rack or dumbell area. Made for heavy decline commercial use.

Price: £589.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-adjustable-decline-bench
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If space is limited, or you just want to make your gym as universal as possible, the 
GymRatZ Olympic Adjustable Bench could be the answer.... Click for more 
information.

Price: £1,295.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-olympic-adjustable-bench

The EXIGO GQ Adjustable Bench has 7 positions - ranging from 13 degrees 
decline to 80 degrees incline. For me (Matt writing), it's difficult to class benches 
like these as decline. Yes, they are able to decline, but, with no leg brace, it's 
awkward. Subsequently, I suggest the GQ Adjustable

Price: £419.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-adjustable-bench

There's never been a demand to build a heavier duty bench than our regular 
GymRatZ Adjustable Bench, however, creating a one-off with spotters meant 
including a carry handle and wheels to make maneuvering a little easier (as it 
weighs so much). This weights bench is fantastic for use with dumbells

Price: £745.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-pro-adjustable-bench

This is a Olympic Adjustable Bench allows the bench to move forwards and back 
within the frame whilst staying centralised. The bench/rack are in effect a single 
unit and the bench cannot be fully withdrawn from the rail

Price: £1,089.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-olympic-adjustable-bench
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Built alongside the Professional Adjustable Bench for use with the GymRatZ Pro-
Style Dumbbels & GymRatZ Power Cage, the Professional Adjustable Decline 
Bench is incredibly comfortable to use & desirable to own in the very toughest of 
full commercial gyms. 

Price: £895.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-pro-adjustable-decline-bench

Part of the Impulse Sterling range of fully commercial strength equipment. this 
heavy duty range of plate loading equipment has been supplied to many gym's 
throughout the UK and Ireland with very good feedback and great value for money

RRP: £690.00

Our Price: £483.00
You Save: £207.00 - 30 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/impulse-stirling-adjustable-bench

York STS Flat to Incline Bench is a fully commercial product designed to perfectly 
match up with 

Price: £333.33

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/sts-flat-to-incline-bench

The Impulse line Glute/Ham Bench - A favourite exercise for rugby players the 
Glute/Ham bench is a must have station in todays' forward thinking strength and 
conditioning gym. Fortuantely our Barbarian Sterling range of light to Medium duty 
commercial gym equipment brings the reality closer...

Price: £1,190.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/impulse-stirling-glute-ham-bench
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York STS Multi-Functional Bench is a full commercial product designed to 
perfectly match up with the full range of STS lifting and safety racks and cages. 
While not quite being the equivalent of our fully fabricated GymRatZ range it 
is........

Price: £441.65

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/sts-multi-functional-bench

Image Unavailable A great quality bench with the addition of spot feet to ensure best practice and 
excellent form whilst training. It's professional finish makes it acceptable for 
commercial gym use as well as being a good product for home use. It easily 
adjustable nature allows you more time training and less time 

Price: £525.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/adjustable-bench-spot-feet

Jordan Adjustable Incline/Decline bench. plus 85 degrees to minus 10 degrees

Price: £660.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jf-adjustable-bench

New for 2017 the GymRatz Core Standard Adjustable Bench - A simpler design 
with only the back pad being adjustable means this bench is cheaper to make as 
fabrication time is reduced. The small seat pad is set at the same angle as the 
main frame rail making it perfect for incline work but less ...

RRP from: £696.00

Our Price £580.00
You Save: £116.00 - 17 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-standard-adjustable-bench

Our GymRatZ Power Rack & Adjustable Bench have always been extremely 
popular but now we've combined the two in once great discounted package 
saving a large amount of the individual unit prices by allowing manufacture and 
shipping costs to be saved. 

RRP from: £1,590.00

Our Price from£1,570.00
You Save: £20.00 - 1 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-power-rack-package
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York Barbell Light Commercial Adjustable Free-Weight bench. Covering Flat, 
Incline and Decline positions through multiple positions and built for use in light 
commercial gyms this FTS Flex Bench offers way more then being simple an 
adjustable bench. Read our review here... 

RRP: £237.00

Our Price: £159.99
You Save: £77.01 - 32 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-fts-flex-bench-silver-grey

Portable Folding Adjustable Bench from GymRatZ Commercial Gym Equipment. 
This recent addition to our GymRatZ range provides a vastly superior and fully 
load rated alternative to the original BodySolid folding bench which was only 
suitable for light domestic use. Our GymRatZ Folding bench is perfect

Price: £495.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-folding-adjustable-bench

New for 2020 the GymRatz Gym Seated Row - great addition to your heavy duty 
plate loaded gym

Price £1,950.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-seated-row

New for 2020 the JMC Adjustable Bench - Proudly designed and manufactured in 
the UK

Price: £449.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jmc-adjustable-weights-bench

New for 2021 the JMC Flat Bench - Proudly designed and manufactured in the UK

Price: £187.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jmc-flat-weights-bench
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